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Brightspace for Higher Education
Help your learners reach their potential with the Brightspace LMS for Higher Education
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Brightspace can help you support faculty  

success, create engaging learning experiences, 

improve student success, and grow enrollment.

Worry-free technology
Do you want a secure, reliable learning  

experience that works consistently on any 

mobile device? You’ve come to the right place. 

With the Brightspace platform, students  

can learn on any device, you can depend  

on industry-leading security, and you  

don’t have to worry about downtime.  

The Brightspace platform is designed  

to plug into your unique ecosystem.

Putting students first
We know you want all your learners to succeed. 

That’s why learner success is at the heart of 

Brightspace. You’ll be able to personalise the 

learning experience, be an accessibility leader, 

motivate and engage your learners, and tackle 

their anxiety by helping them stay on track. 

Give your learners the tools they want to use 

and create truly effective high-quality online 

learning that is as beautiful and supported  

as your on-campus experience.

Faculty tools that  

enhance teaching success
Built by educators for educators, Brightspace 

makes it easy for you to dive right in and teach 

the way YOU want to teach. With Brightspace, 

you can provide more efficient and meaningful 

feedback, streamline your communications, 

offer tests and exams online with academic 

integrity, and continue to use your favorite 

classroom tools—saving time so you can focus 

on what’s most important.
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Improve learning outcomes
With Brightspace, we make it quick and easy 

to inspire learners and motivate them to take 

ownership of their education. Brightspace will 

help you keep your learners on track, provide 

personalised feedback, quickly make your 

courses more engaging with a human-centric 

design, and easily showcase your students’ 

learning experiences.

Partner with a learning expert  

and leverage a caring community
As experts in education and pedagogy, we 

will support you in ways you might not expect 

from a technology provider. By working with 

D2L, a customer-driven company, you will start 

with your own unique success plan and can 

work with the experts to optimise your use 

of Brightspace to achieve your learning and 

business goals. As your partner in learning, 

along with a caring community and open 

ecosystem of partners, we’re here to help  

you succeed and prepare your learners for  

the future.

For more information visit 

D2L.com/higher-education

“Because University of Arizona 
faculty are able to make all their 
own changes to course sites, they 
feel more empowered and in charge. 
We get feedback that rolls into our inbox 
every semester saying, “Thank you. 
I can’t believe it was so easy. I’m already 
building my course sites. I didn’t have to 
email anyone and ask for permission.”

Mark Felix 
Director of Institutional Support 
University of Arizona

About D2L

D2L believes learning is the foundation upon which all progress and achievement rests. 

Working closely with organisations globally, D2L has transformed the way millions  

of people learn online and in the classroom. Learn more about D2L for schools,  

higher education and businesses at D2L.com.
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